This paper investigates the behavior of bubbles trapped in the in
Introduction
Coating is an essential process for the final products. It plays an important role in improving the surface properties of products, such as appearance, adhesion, wettability, and resistance against corrosion, wear and scratch (1) . There are a lot of coating technologies, such as chemical vapor deposition, physical vapor deposition, spraying, painting, optical coating, spin coating, in-mold coating (IMC), and so on (2~4) . Among them, in recent years, IMC process is a promising technology, which is environmentally friendly and expected to replace some conventional technologies, such as the painting, or spraying for the products from the injection molding process (5~6) . And some studies have also been done on the double injection molding process, which are very similar to the in-mold coating process (7) . However the acceptance of IMC as an alternative method to expensive painting process will depend upon the surface quality and adhesion of the substrate. . In filling stage, first, the mold is slightly opened, and then a thermoset resin is introduced into the mold cavity until it reaches the end of the mold. Next, during the packing stage, more resin is injected until the mold cavity is fully filled while the mold is closed again. Finally, in the curing stage, the thermoset coating resin is solidified by a chemical reaction.
For the last decade, various studies have been made to investigate the flow behavior of coating materials in the mold. Good understanding on the characteristics of the flow pattern can help to find out a optimal process conditions to improve the surface qualities of molded products. However, it is very hard to control the flow characteristics in IMC process. Recently, simulation researches with various parameters have been made to study the flow characteristics of coating material during IMC process. It was found that the flow was more uniform at fast filling and cooling condition than slow filling and cooling condition (10) . Another group of researchers have monitored the flow front of coating resin in the mold to find out that coating thickness, viscosity of coating material, injection speed, temperature and gate location are important parameters in IMC process (11) . In this study, moreover, it was concluded in common that gravity and surface tension are two most significant factors in deciding the flow characteristics including flow shape, filling time of flow pattern. Bubbles, however, one typical flow problem which usually happened in IMC process, was not given a lot of attention by researchers. There were some researchers studying on the characteristic of bubbles including bubble diameter, bubble age, bubble direction and so on (12~16) . Furthermore, until now, there was limited study on the source of bubbles in the IMC process. According to some previous researches, there are two main reasons of bubbles in ICMTE IMC process, where bubbles may be trapped in the mold during the injection process or they may be generated in the resin supplying unit.
This study focuses on the bubbles which are trapped in the IMC process. It is important to determine the source where the trapped bubbles come from in order to figure out the bubble problems and optimize the IMC process. In this study, it has been investigated that the appearance of trapped bubbles could be controlled by IMC process condition, including viscosity of coating resin, injection gate location, and mold temperature.
Experiments 2.1 Experimental setup
Silicon oils with different viscosity from Shin-Etsu Silicone Korea
Co., Ltd, were used as model coating materials. Peristaltic pumping machine, Thermo Scientific FH100, was used to inject silicon oil into the mold cavity. A schematic of test mold is shown in Fig. 2 . For simple analysis, the mold was divided into two parts (Fig. 2a) . Each heater can be heated up to 500°C, with 1°C of resolution. Mold gate,
where the silicon oil is injected into the mold cavity, is 2mm in diameter and connected to the supplying tube. Poly Methyl Methacrylate (PMMA) was selected for front plate of the mold due to its transparency and high modulus up to about 90°C which is higher than typical temperature for curing in IMC process (17) . The overall size of the front plate was 150 х 120mm 2 (Fig. 2b) . Mold gate location can be changed from upper to lower. 
Experimental procedure
First, before connecting to the mold gate, the tubes in the test were fully filled with silicon oil to eliminate the bubbles, which may exist inside the tube at start-up. Then, the tube was connected to the gate of the mold. And then, the pumping parameters including pumping speed, pumping direction were set up carefully before starting the test.
The flow was recorded using camcorder Sanyo Xacti HD1010.
Experimental setup conditions are shown in Table 1 
Results and discussions

Flows in the mold for various viscosities
Experiment results for various viscosities are summarized in Table   2 . The results indicated that there was no bubble trapped when silicon and air inside of the mold, to have more chances for air trap because some part of flow front merge together. However, when the viscosity increases, viscous force becomes more dominant than gravity force (Fig. 5) . This results in more round, stable and parabolic because the flow is governed by pressure gradient rather than gravity. Therefore, as predicted, there was less bubble trapped in the flow for more viscous resin (Fig. 5) . Consequently, for less viscous resin, the flow is accelerated downward strongly by the gravity force, so that the shape of the flow front becomes complex and non-uniform along the flow front line. This could be one of the major reasons explaining the appearance of bubbles trapped at low viscosity in the mold in IMC process. 
Flows in the mold for different gate location
In addition to the experiment in part 3.1 with upper gate location, the test has been also done with lower gate location. Results of the appearance of trapped bubbles are shown in Table 3 
Flows in the mold for various temperatures
To investigate the effect of temperature on the appearance of trapped bubble, the mold was heated up to 50°C and 70°C as well.
From the experiment results in Table 4 , we found that the bubbles appeared for higher temperature (50°C and 70°C) of mold while no bubble was trapped for room temperature. This is because viscosity of silicon oil decreases as the temperature of oil increases and a similar result can be obtained as in chapter 3.1. Test results at different temperature are shown in Fig. 7 (50°C) and Fig. 8 (70°C) . For the mold of 50°C, the flow moved steadily toward the bottom of the mold with stable and parabolic flow front end, which had little bubbles after the test (Fig. 7) . However, for the higher temperature (70°C), the flow front was complex and very unstable, which was similar to the results for the resin with low viscosity (see 
Conclusions
The results of this study can be summarized as follows.
(1) There will be more chance for bubbles to be trapped when using a coating resin with low viscosity.
(2) Trapped bubbles can be minimized by the location of gate.
(3) Coating at high temperature can be a reason for trapped bubbles.
We could figure out the major parameters for bubble formation in in-mold coating (IMC) process, which are gate location, gravity and oil temperature. We expect this study may be used to prevent the bubble problems in the IMC process.
